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An exposed ground surface that stands at an angle An exposed ground surface that stands at an angle 
with the horizontal is called an unrestrained slope.with the horizontal is called an unrestrained slope.

The slope can be natural or manThe slope can be natural or man--made.made.

Gravity will tend to move the soil downward the slope Gravity will tend to move the soil downward the slope 
as shown.as shown.

If the component of gravity is large enough, slope If the component of gravity is large enough, slope 
failure can occur, that is, the soil mass in zone failure can occur, that is, the soil mass in zone abcdeaabcdea
can slide downward as shown.can slide downward as shown.

The driving force overcomes the resistance from the The driving force overcomes the resistance from the 
shear strength of the soil along the rupture surface.shear strength of the soil along the rupture surface.







Civil engineers often are expected to make Civil engineers often are expected to make 
calculations to check the safety of natural calculations to check the safety of natural 
slopes, slopes of excavations, and compacted slopes, slopes of excavations, and compacted 
embankments.embankments.
This check involves determining the shear stress This check involves determining the shear stress 
developed along the most likely rupture surface developed along the most likely rupture surface 
and comparing it with the shear strength of the and comparing it with the shear strength of the 
soil.soil.
The above process is called slope stability The above process is called slope stability 
analysis.analysis.
The most likely rupture surface is the critical The most likely rupture surface is the critical 
surface that has the minimum factor of safety.surface that has the minimum factor of safety.



The stability analysis of a The stability analysis of a 
slope is difficult to perform.slope is difficult to perform.

Depends on:Depends on:

Soil stratificationSoil stratification
InIn--place shear strength place shear strength 
parametersparameters
Seepage through the slopeSeepage through the slope
Choice of a potential slip surfaceChoice of a potential slip surface



Factor of SafetyFactor of Safety

The task of the engineer is to determine The task of the engineer is to determine 
the factor of safety when analyzing slope the factor of safety when analyzing slope 
stability.stability.







Stability of Infinite SlopesStability of Infinite Slopes











Stability with SeepageStability with Seepage



Stability with Seepage ContStability with Seepage Cont’’dd





14.3 Finite Slopes 14.3 Finite Slopes -- GeneralGeneral



Analysis of Finite slopes with Plane Analysis of Finite slopes with Plane 
Failure Surfaces (Failure Surfaces (CulmannCulmann’’ss MethodMethod









Analysis of Finite Slopes with Analysis of Finite Slopes with 
Circular Failure Surface Circular Failure Surface –– GeneralGeneral



Types of Stability Analysis ProceduresTypes of Stability Analysis Procedures





Mass Procedure Mass Procedure –– Slopes in Slopes in 
Homogeneous Clay Soil with Homogeneous Clay Soil with ΦΦ = 0= 0



































14.9 Ordinary Method of Slices14.9 Ordinary Method of Slices
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